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Our aim is simple; to revitalise champagne lists across the UK. 

Deux Six Wines are a wine importing and distribution business who specialise in

providing unique and exclusive grower Champagnes to the UK trade focussing on

restaurants and hotels. We provide Champagne which is better suited to

gastronomy, has more emotional connection and is at tremendous price points.

Champagne is under appreciated in UK gastronomy. We believe it should be more

accessible for people to enjoy with food and understand the nuances and

complexities between each bottle. Our portfolio does just that.

Blossoming from a love affair with Champagne, Deux Six Wines was born in June

2020, the brainchild of partners Cameron and Naomi. Named after the date we

got engaged in Champagne (2nd June). The idea started back in 2017 when we

found ourselves searching for that ‘perfect bottle’. What blends do we like? What

brands are our favourites? What vintages do we prefer? However, after searching

long and hard we realised the beauty of Champagne goes much deeper than just

the name on the bottle and the bubbles in the glass.

We read and we watched. We visited and we tasted. To learn and experience as

much as we could about this incredible wine making region. We learnt that there

is no such thing as the ‘perfect bottle’ however, there are wines to suit every

style, every meal, every palate, every preference and every moment. 

The more you delve into the detail and intricacies of Champagne, the more you
enjoy and appreciate every mouthful. This is when we started to discover the
inimitability of Grower Champagnes and further appreciate Champagne as a wine
first. 

a b o u t   u s
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In a nutshell Grower Champagne producers make their own wines from their own

grapes exclusively from their own vineyards. This may not seem unusual for some

wine regions however in Champagne it hasn’t always been at the forefront of the

production process.

They are wines of place and wines of character.

As consumers we would regularly get frustrated at the lack of creativity,

authenticity and imagination when it came to UK Champagne lists. We are here to

help sommeliers, wine buyers and restaurateurs change that and therefore;

- Sell more Champagne.
- Deliver new and unique Champagne and Food events.

- Create more unforgettable memories for your customers!

All our bottles have undergone a complex tasting process and have also been

trialled by a select customer and professional base before full launch to the trade.

Following our launch we are now proud to list our Champagnes  in establishments

ranging from wine merchants to michelin star restaurants from some of the UK's

most acclaimed chefs. 

We work extremely close with our wine makers in Champagne and purchase

directly from their cellars for our exclusive ranges. We want to bring you their

stories and their wines offering an experience like no other. 

We would love you to join us on this journey.

If you are going to do Champagne, Deux Six!

https://deuxsixwines.com/blogs/education/what-is-grower-champagne
https://deuxsixwines.com/pages/our-growers-1


It is vital that our growers
are just as passionate about
working with us as we are
with them. They must show
a love of creating
remarkable wine and
unforgettable moments.
Striving with each vintage to
make the most exciting
wines possible.

passi

on

educ

ation

A huge part of our business
is the education to
customers about the region
and grower champagnes. Our
growers have made a
commitment to helping us
engage with and support our
clients to understand the
intricacies and detail of their
winemaking and cuvées.

Champagne Joseph Desruets, Hautvillers

c h a m p a g n e

r e d e f i n e d



terr

oir

Wines are a drink of place. All
of our growers cherish their
terroir and create cuvées that
showcase the different
terroirs of Champagne. This
is what makes grower
champagnes special. There is
nothing more impressive than
knowing exactly where your
Champagne has come from.

iden

tity

The uniqueness of our
producers is what is sought
after with this growers
revolution. Each domain
has their own unique
identity that comes
through with their branding
and their range. Their wines
tell their stories of their
families and the future.

innov

ation

Innovation is at the heart of
production with our growers
as they strive to try new and
interesting ways to create
unique champagnes.
Different ageing processes,
blends, terroirs, bottling
and viticulture have all
proved successful for our
producers.

enviro

nment

Showing care and respect for
the environment is of
paramount importance to us.
Sustainable and biodynamic
viticulture is practiced in
various ways by our growers.
We have also pledged to use
recycled materials and boxes
wherever possible and 100%
recyclable packaging.



v a l l e e   d e

l a   m a r n e



...we are witnessing
a renaissance...

A four-generation familyowned domain, the family 
Gamet produces its wine in an intimate champagne 
estate located in Mardeuil. Joined by their children, 
Fabienne & Philippe Gamet offer champagnes with 
strong characters. They are certified with Sustai-
nable Viticulture in Champagne and the High Environmental Value certification. Their
vineyard spreads itself from the Left Bank to the Right Bank of the river, from Fleury-la-
Rivière to Mardeuil. Two terroirs with very different types of soil and this is showcased
beautifully with the Rive Gauche and Rive Droite cuvées; named after the banks. The soils of
the valley give powerful aromas, great fragrant texture as well as a beautiful roundness,
initiating a long taste on the palate. Rich with diversity and various micro-climates, the
Marne Valley has been unrecognized for a very long time. Today, led by the work of the
winegrowers, we are witnessing a renaissance. These are champagnes of a great freshness
and intense roundness - particularly appreciated in gastronomy.

ESTABLISHED: 1920
DOMAIN: Mardeuil
VINEYARDS: Mardeuil, Fleury La Riviere, Damery
HECTARES: 8.2
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 78,000
SPECIALITY: Pinot Meunier

gamet
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Autre Cru

A blend of the terroirs on the right bank of
the river with Damery and Fleury-la-Rivière.
Damery is located on the edge of the
Marne river, while Fleury-la-Rivière is
located at the bottom of the Valley;
surrounded by the forest. An area well
exposed to sunlight, these soils are clay-
limestone and clay-sandy. Rive Droite is a
fresh and fruity Champagne offering a
generous roundness and a wide volume on
the palate. Aged for 25-30 months on lees
and vinified in stainless steel vats. 40%
reserve wines, 60% from 2018 harvest.

A classic blend of Mardeuil’s terroirs all
located on the left bank of the river. This
elegant and very fine cuvée can be
introduced by notes of peach, quince,
roasted almonds, acacia flowers and
hawthorn. This fruity and floral
champagne offers an intense clay
minerality, accompanied by aromas of
fleshy fruits. Aged for 35-40 months on
lees and vinified in stainless steel vats.
15% reserve wines, 85% from 2017 harvest.

rive gauche

33% Pinot Noir     33% Chardonnay    33% Meunier

15,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017
Dosage

7g/L
Autre Cru

rive droite

60% Pinot Noir         40% Pinot Meunier

48,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

7g/L
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caracteres

15% Pinot Noir     5% Chardonnay    80% Meunier

3,000 bottles produced
Base Vintage

2015
Dosage

4g/L
Autre Cru

The Gamet’s family memories. Since 1999,
Philippe Gamet keeps rising his reserve wines.
Vinified and aged in oak for 40-45 months,
blended with both banks of the Valley. The
cuvée offers complexity and richness. Old
reserve wines are highlighted throughout with
fine notes of oxidation on the palate, followed
by a long freshness brought by the wine of the
year. Notes of yellow citrus fruits; the work
with oak barrels brings concentration and
reinforces the tensions of the wine. 80%
reserve wines and 20% from 2014. A triumph
to create such a complex cuvée using Meunier
which is testament to the terroir and
Philippe's skill.

A blend of black grapes, blended with 15-
20% red wine of Coteaux-Champenois
from Meunier grapes. A fruity and robust
wine, scored by a clay minerality which
gives volume on the palate. A fresh and
greedy wine, that can be enjoyed in every
good moment. Plenty of fruity Meunier
flavour and a brilliant non-vintage Rosé
that typifies the Gamet style. A moreish
and loveable temptation. 

rose

40% Pinot Noir                 60% Meunier

15,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

7g/L
Autre Cru



...to preserve the

characteristics
 of our

terroirs

ESTABLISHED: 1990
DOMAIN: Aÿ
VINEYARDS: Aÿ, Chouilly, Dizy, Grauves and
Mareuil-sur-Aÿ. Cersuil, Leuvrigny
HECTARES: 7
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 30,000
SPECIALITY: Pinot Noir
The first sentence in many marketing materials
from Hénin-Delouvin states "Our winemaking
process is realised with care in our winery to
preserve the characteristics of our terroirs". So as 

henin-delouvin

you delve deeper in to their range of Champagnes it is no surprise to find some exceptional
cuvées all driven by individual villages. This is typified by the 'Âme de Terroir" cuvees which
produce a Blanc de Blancs, Blanc de Noirs and Millesime. They are a unique domain in the
fact that they are two families that have come together from different villages but have
both kept their plots. This, therefore, gives them a real variety for a grower to produce
different wines in their range. The domain is the heritage from 5 generations. Hénin-
Delouvin comes from the winemaker families F. Hénin Père et Fils from Aÿ and Delouvin-
Chayoux from Cerseuil. Today this spirit continues with their two sons Julien and Guillaume. 
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Grand Cru

'ame de terroir'

'ame de terroir'
100% Pinot Noir

2,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017
Dosage

6g/L
A stand out Pinot Noir Champagne
that is indulgent with its unique smoky
notes which adds a real personality to
this cuvée. Hénin-Delouvin's subtle
use of oak is a showstopper here as it
adds to the flavour of the grapes
without overpowering the natural
essence of the wine. The Champagne
really grows in the glass and is suited
to game and meat dishes perfectly. A
clever and flavoursome cuvée
perfectly balanced.

100% Chardonnay

2,500 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

 7g/L
Single village wine from the Grand Cru
of Chouilly. Atypical of the terroir with
the toasty and floral notes on the
palate. A touch of oakiness creates a
smooth and rich flavour yet not
overpowering. With the young base
vintage, this will only get better with
age but the vibrancy it currently holds
is extremely pleasant and full of
Chardonnay flavour. Long on the
palate with a citrus and vinous finish.
An energetic Chardonnay experience.
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Grand Cru

imagination

rose de saignee

100% Pinot Noir

4,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2019
Dosage

6g/L
This Rosé is the result of a bleeding
method specific to the domain. It is
very often recognised by professionals
due to its uniqueness and richness of
flavour. Its intense colour, obtained by
maceration, accentuates its aromas of
red fruits, cherry, strawberry and
raspberry. Its floral bouquet, especially
the rose petal, makes it a true Rosé of
character. It is a unique and
flavoursome Rosé which is truly
scrumptious on the palate.

50% Pinot Noir               50% Chardonnay

800 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2015
Dosage

 5g/L
Imagined by Julien, the eldest son of the
house, this prestigious cuvée, his first,
is vinified and matured in oak barrels for
9 months. The wine has not undergone
any stabilisation or filtration which
leaves it as pure as possible. An alliance
of two specially selected Grand Cru
parcels of Larry from Aÿ and Plumecoq
from Chouilly creates a terroir blend
unlike anything we have seen before. A
subtle and silky wine with a fragrance
and smoothness. A true delight.



Vandieres and they took the reins of the family business a few decades later. They planted the first
vines of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and primarily, Meunier, the winery’s grape variety of choice on the
Marne Valley hillsides. From 1963, their son Jacques, expanded the Verneuil business alongside
Bruno's mother Anne-Marie. That’s when the Champagne Jacques Copin brand was founded. Bruno
and wife, Marielle,  decided to join the Copin winery adventure in 1995 and take the helm. "I am proud
to be part of the legacy, passing my expertise down to my children Lucile and Mathieu since 2013 and
bringing you our best Champagnes imbued with history, emotion, values and most importantly,
pleasure and passion." From a superb Meunier dominant entry level through to the exciting single
varietal and single parcel wines complimented by a serious array of complex vintages, we are super
pleased to bring you these Champagnes. We are sure you will love their wines as much as we do!

ESTABLISHED: 1963
DOMAIN: Verneuil
VINEYARDS: Verneuil, Vandieres, Vincelles, Dormans
HECTARES: 9
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 80,000
SPECIALITY: Pinot Meunier

JACQUES COPIN

imbued with history, emotion,

values and most importantly

pleasure and passion

Bruno and Marielle currently run the family winery in
Vernieul and the family business all started when
Bruno's great-grandfather Alfred Copin decided to
grow vines in the late 19th century. He bought 520m of
vineyards in Vandieres in 1903. His son married
Maurice Brion and Auguste Copin, born in Verneuil and

NEW

GROW
ER!
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Autre Cru

brut tradition

90% Meunier        10% Pinot Noir 

40,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

6g/L
Autre Cru

A superb, vivacious, fruity and full entry
level Blanc de Noirs. With lots of typical
Meunier energy this cuvée has a good
body and structure which is a perfect
introduction to the range. Vinified in
stainless steel vats and aged on lees for
36 months. 10% reserve wines from a
solera dating back to 1992. Disgorged
January 2022. 

BRUT ROSE

60% Pinot Noir   15% Chardonnay   25% Meunier

5,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

6g/L
A stunning Rosé with beautiful floral and
fruity flavours. Dry in style with great
textures and mouthfeel. Wonderfully
balanced with the rich Pinot Noir and
fruity Meunier. This is superb value for
the quality of wine and one that would
suit many palates and particularly to pair
with food. Vinified in stainless steel.
Aged on the lees for 30 months and
disgorged March 2021. 
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Autre Cru

millesime 2008

50% Pinot Noir       50% Chardonnay

5,327 bottles produced

Vintage

2008
Dosage

3g/L
A complex, well structured vintage with
great finesse on the palate. Bruno has
stayed patient with this renowned
vintage and the results are extraordinary.
13 years ageing on the lees provides
superb depth and complexity. The
vintage is available as a zero brut, extra
brut (3g/L) and brut (5g/L) for a truly
magnificent experience to taste side by
side. Disgorged 6 months before
shipping. Vinified in stainless steel.

le beauchet

100% Pinot Noir

2,000 bottles produced
Base Vintage

12/13/14
Dosage

3g/L
An absolute pure revelation. Incredible
beauty both on the inside and outside
of the bottle. This Champagne is a
connoisseurs dream. A single varietal
and single vineyard wine from the
village of Verneuil and the plot 'Le
Beauchet'. Aged on lees for 72 months
from three consecutive harvests. Non
Malolactic fermentation and aged in
stainless steel vats. A Pinot Noir
perfection! Balance, depth, complexity
and sheer indulgence. 
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Autre Cru

POLYPHENOLS 2012

50% Pinot Noir       50% Chardonnay

5,324 bottles produced

Vintage

2012
Dosage

4g/L
Rich, full bodied and incredible depth.
This cuvée is exceptional. A stunning
mouthfeel and texture which just coats
your mouth with flavour. Outstanding
alone but even more remarkable with
rich, aromatic and meaty dishes. This
vintage is perfect for now or to age and
let it develop even further. Aged on lees
for 8 years, no malolactic fermentation
and vinified in stainless steel vats. Only
5,324 produced so do not miss out on
this! 



v a l l e e  d e

l a  v e s l e



ESTABLISHED: 1985
DOMAIN: Prouilly
VINEYARDS: Prouilly, Hermonville, Pevy
HECTARES: 8
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 65,000
SPECIALITY: Pinot Meunier
Our most Northern based domain in our portfolio,
this small area North West of Reims is a true hidden
gem in the heart of the Saint-Thierry Mountain. The
heritage of the J.M Goulard domain starts with Paul
Goulard who devoted his life to working with the land
as a farmer and wine-grower. His son Jean-marie in

jm goulard

Damien considers his
vineyard as his

garden

1978, founded his own estate with his wife Martine. The 3 sons of the house: Sébastien, Sylvain
and Damien were all brought up within the family business. Damien took over the operation in
2012 with a desire to uphold his family traditions but he also dedicated himself to find the terroir
of the Massif de St Thierry in his wines.  Damien considers the vineyard as his garden. As his
Grandfather did, he tends to every hectare himself and the family harvest all the grapes by hand.
J.M Goulard became a part of the prestigious 'Special Club' thanks to their commitment to
biodynamic viticulture and respect for terroir. This can be found throughout the range from
their well balanced blends to the incredible use of Meunier. A beautiful selection off the beaten
track who's wines deserve the upmost respect and praise. True terroir driven Champagne.
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Autre Cru

la sereine

37% Pinot Noir     31% Chardonnay    32% Meunier

2,250 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017/18
Dosage

7g/L
This cuvée typifies the terroir of the
south facing plots of St Thierry. The
blend evokes raspberry jam, white
flowers and candied orange. The initial
taste is delicate and tasty and develops
into a round, pulpy flesh of peach. It is
supported by a well-integrated acidity
coming from the sandy-clayey soils.
100% from 2017 and 2018 vintages with
10% of the wine matured in oak barrels.
Aged for 40 months, an incredible
introduction to the range.
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Autre Cru

special club 2015

40% Pinot Noir     30% Chardonnay    30% Meunier

2,173 bottles produced

Vintage

2015
Dosage

6g/L
The first floral notes show a delicate
champagne revealing the great finesse
and delicacy of this cuvée. The palate is
fresh and powerful. It is embodied with a
creamy and velvety effervescence. The
finish is well raised by acidity and
aromas of fresh citrus and pineapple.
The balance plays upon the creamy
sweetness of the wine, well freshened
by the sour fruits. A complex wine which
has been aged for 5 years, worthy of the
Special Club status.



m o n t a g n e

d e   r e i m s



``Work with passion on

champagnes dominated by

Chardonnay.

ESTABLISHED: 1929
DOMAIN: Villers-Marmery
VINEYARDS: Villers-Marmery, Verzy & Verzenay
HECTARES: 11
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 85,000
SPECIALITY: Chardonnay & Pinot Noir
It all began with Socrate Malot, the founder of Sadi
Champagne. As a tribute to his brother Sadi, who was
named thus because he was born on the day of the
assassination of Sadi Carnot (the French President
from 1887 to 1894) and died during WWI, he gave his

SADI MALOT

company and his son this name of great historical importance. Today, the 5th generation of the
family and the first female to head up the domain is Cindy Malot. Cindy, alongside her partner
Florian are revitalising the domain and this work started in 2014 with the conversion to Organic
vineyards. This was a plot by plot development and by 2023 a 100% of all the vineyards will be
converted Organic. The entry level wine 'Les 2 Cepages' and the prestige 'Les Goisses' are fully
Organic. As well as improving their sustainable practices they also created new ideas within the
range. This includes the introduction of single plot and single vintage wines which can be showcased
by the 100% Pinot Noir wine 'Les Goisses'. They have also introduced ageing in concrete eggs, oak
barrels and using a solera method for reserve wines. With Grand Cru plots, Organic practices and
superb wines we are extremely excited to bring these wines to the UK.
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rose nature

les 2 cepages

60% Pinot Noir                 40% Chardonnay

15,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

6g/L
An organic wine which is the most
beautiful entry level cuvee from Verzy
Grand Cru. A single village wine
showcasing the rich Pinot Noir fruits
balanced with the Chardonnay elegance.
50% Reserve wine is used for this entry
level blend  which dates all the way back
to 1982 in a solera. 100% Stainless steel,
36 months on the lees. No fining and
Malolactic Fermentation is completed.

17% Pinot Noir                 83% Chardonnay

2000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017
Dosage

3g/L
An absolute show stopping unique rosé. A
100% white champagne is made from
Chardonnay in stainless steel and then
their own still Pinot Noir red wine aged in
Oak is added to the blend. 48 months
ageing on the lees, no fining and malolactic
fermentation is completed. This is a
gastronomic rosé which shows incredible
tannin structure with a grippy palate. Full of
red fruit, floral notes with hints of spices.
Perfect for any occasion. A real gem!
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Grand Cru

les goisses

les cretes

100% Chardonnay

10,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017
Dosage

7g/L
A wonderful expression of Chardonnay
from the Montagne de Reims.
Showcasing lovely ripe fruit 100% aged in
Oak. Single village wine from the Premier
Cru of Villers-Marmery. 85% from the
2017 vintage blended with reserve wines
from the oak aged Solera dating back to
2010. No fining, malolactic fermentation
completed, five years on the lees. A
brilliantly textured Chardonnay full of
white fruits, floral notes and a superb
body and depth with creamy power.

100% Pinot Noir

1000 bottles produced

Vintage

2018
Dosage

5g/L
Single vineyard, single variety, single
vintage. A truly remarkable Organic Pinot
Noir from a specially selected plot in the
Grand Cru of Verzy. Uniquely aged in
concrete this provides a subtle and well
balanced oxidation whilst drawing out the
superb depth of the Pinot Noir from this
terroir. Aged on cork for 36 months, no
fining, malolactic fermentation completed.
A real complex wine with power and
elegance, hints of spices and full of red
fruits. A wine with a huge wow factor!



ESTABLISHED: 1970
DOMAIN: Mailly
VINEYARDS: Mailly, Sillery, Verzy, Verzenay, Puisieulx,
Mareuil le Port
HECTARES: 8
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 70,000
SPECIALITY: Pinot Noir
Found in the illustrious north facing slopes of
Montagne de Reims, JP Secondé holds some of the
most sought after plots in the region. With Mailly being
home to one of Champagnes leading cooperatives, JP

JP seconde

A good wine begins
with a beautiful

grape

Secondé are one of a few growers in the village who have decided to stay independent. This is mainly
due to them exploiting their incredible parcels for themselves to create inimitable terroir driven
cuvées. With plots in all the neighbouring Grand Cru's, their holding is truly remarkable. Established
in 1970 by Jean-Pierre and Jocelyne, their daughter Annabelle now heads up all operations whilst
supporting her father with the winemaking. The ability to hand pick the best grapes from their Grand
Cru plots has made their cuvées highly sought after. We are extremely excited to have been assigned
a selection of their distribution to bring to the UK trade, especially the Les Petite Vignes cuvée of
which their are only 1,000 bottles produced from a single vineyard in the Grand Cru of Puisieulx. We
are yet to find any other single vineyard Champagne from this Grand Cru which makes it even more
exclusive and unique.
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Grand Cru

Blanc de noirs

100% Pinot Noir

7,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2019
Dosage

8g/L
A cuvée of beautiful flavour. The attack
on the palate is frank, supported by a
wonderful vinosity. Starting with warm
scents of yellow fruits embellished with
brioche flavors giving a fullness perfectly
revealing the expression of the
terroir. The finish is very persistent and
rich. This Champagne combines
expression, roundness but also
generosity and balance. A superb wine
that invites you to indulge in the Pinot
Noir fruits of the region. 65% from 2017
vintage and 35% reserve wines.
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Grand Cru

le petite vignes

100% Pinot Noir

1,000 bottles produced
Vintage

2014
Dosage

8g/L
This cuvée is extra special. A single
parcel from the Grand Cru Puisuielx, it is
a rare and intense champagne. The
attack on the palate is fresh, then a
remarkable smoothness and aromas of
yellow fruits arises, accompanied by
notes of dried flowers. The long finish is
enhanced by an imperceptible touch of
vanilla and caramel. An elegant and
harmonious champagne which has been
aged in JP Seconde's cellars for 3 years
before release. Unique, rare and a must
try. 



ESTABLISHED: 2016
DOMAIN: Ambonnay
VINEYARDS: Ambonnay, Bouzy, Louvois, Trépail
HECTARES: 1.5
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 13,000
SPECIALITY: Pinot Noir & Chardonnay

"My philosophy is to work carefully and individually
each parcel, which I know by heart, in order to obtain
the most intense grapes at the moment of the harvest.
The next steps happen in the cellar where I put all my
soul into expressing the essence of each Terroir’s fruit. 

Laurianne Lejour

I put all my soul into

expressing the essence of

each terroir's f
ruit

My objective is to create the purest, tensest, neatest wine possible without malolactic
fermentation, which reflects best my parcels’ Terroir. You will find me in the vineyards all year round:
from the flight of starlings to the snow in February, without forgetting the migration of cranes and
insects! I truly feel happy working in the vineyards, like a gardener, as my mother and grandmother
have taught me." Since 2016, Laurianne has cultivated her own grapes, aged her own wines from her
family’s parcels, located on 6 different Terroirs classified Grand Cru and Premier Cru. The wines from
previous vintages are rested for at least 24 months, in her chalk cellars. A new vigneron who is being
widely recognised in Champagne as a finalist in the 'Young Talents of Champagne' and Gault & Millau
2022 listing her Champagne in the Remarkable Wines category. An incredible feat for a new
producer. We are extremely excited to be bringing her wines to the UK! 

NEW

GROW
ER!
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Grand Cru

ROSE GRAND CRU

BRUT GRAND CRU

50% Pinot Noir       50% Chardonnay

4,288 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2019
Dosage

6g/L
The entry level wine in to Laurianne's new
range and it is truly remarkable! From
Grand Cru plots in Ambonnay (80%),
Louvois (10%) and Bouzy (10%). This
Champagne has wonderful floral notes
backed up by the chalky and creamy
texture. Hints of peach and quince
develop nicely with some rounded umami
flavours. A gastronomic cuvée which is
tremendously balanced. 80% Base from
2019 with 20% reserve wines dating back
to 2016. No Malolactic Fermentation

57% Pinot Noir (5% Still)   43% Chardonnay

1,135 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2019
Dosage

4g/L
A superb Grand Cru Rosé with a high
blend of Chardonnay added to this Cuvée,
Laurianne has created a crisp and mineral
delight. The Grand Cru Pinot Noir brings
out superb flavours of Blackcurrant and
Liquorice which is delicately balanced by
the chalky Chardonnay. 80% from 2019
vintage with 20% reserve wines back to
2016 and no malolactic fermentation. A
terrific Rosé that will suit all palates but
professionals will adore! Extremely
limited production, one not to miss!
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Premier Cru

BRUT NATURE

    50% Pinot Noir            50% Chardonnay  

4,288 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2019
Dosage

0g/L
A delicate and fresh brut nature with
wonderful texture on the palate. A good
richness from the Grand Cru Pinot Noir
is complimented beautifully with the
addition of south facing Chardonnay
from Trépail. A gourmet Champagne
which entices you back for more.
Perfect to drink with seafood and
creamy dishes. A clever addition to her
range which will only get better with
age. No Malolactic Fermentation with
80% base vintage from 2019 and 20%
reserve wines from back to 2016.



...an innovator yet

still pays tribu
te to

her heritage

ESTABLISHED: 1950
DOMAIN: Pargny-lès-Reims
VINEYARDS: Jouy-lès-Reims, Arcis-le-Ponsart, Bouilly,
Ville-Dommange, Courmas and Serzy-et-Prin.
HECTARES: 6.5
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 55,000
It was in 1764 that the first grapevines were
introduced in the Cossy family. At that time, the  goal
was not to produce wine, but to produce grapes so as
to try and help the family live the best life possible. It

cossy

was Sophie's, who know runs the vineyards, grandparents who first started marking wines in the
fifties. They dared to strive for success in a new endeavor. "My grandfather was a brilliant man
who loved taking on new projects. My grandmother was courageous and was ready to support
him during this adventure. And it all paid off" she describes. Sophie now takes the realm after her
father, Francis, passed away when she was just 26 years old. Soon after, Sophie made the
decision to rethink her wines. Numerous trials were conducted: new blends, different dosages,
ageing, corking. Nothing was left to chance and then the cuvées became reinvented. All of the
Cuvées had then passed under Sophie’s scrutiny. The idea had been to reinvent, while keeping
the essentials and to get the wine to give  everything it had to give… As a bonus, two new Cuvées
were born: Origine, an Extra-Brut which had been missing from the range, and the Cuvée
L’Instant, a vintaged 100% Chardonnay aged in big vats! An awe-inspiring female wine maker.
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Premier Cru
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rose ELEGANCe

Premier Cru

Cuvee ECLAT

33% Pinot Noir     33% Chardonnay    33% Meunier

6,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

8g/L
A clean and crisp entrance to the range.
Supple and lively on the attack with just
the right amount of freshness. Well
balanced and pleasantly round on the
palate. The slight vinosity and the
dosage perfectly complement the
wine’s freshness and subtle bite. A
champagne that is all about enjoyment.
Soft and round, yet crisp on the palate
as well. A champagne that you’re sure to
appreciate.

60% Pinot Noir    10% Chardonnay    30% Meunier

4,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017
Dosage

8g/L
Rose assemblage with 20% Pinot Noir
red wine from Pargny-les-Reims
added to the blend. This Champagne
offers a great balance of red fruits
and citrus notes on the finish. A real
elegant rose hence the name! Works
great with food or as an aperitif, a
real crowd pleaser! Base vintage of
2017 with reserve wines from 2015 and
2016. Disgorged July 2022
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Premier Cru

sophistiquee 2013

40% Pinot Noir   40% Chardonnay   20% Meunier

1,000 bottles produced

Vintage

2013
Dosage

 5g/L
The first nose introduces us to notes of
white flowers, acacia honey but also
butter and roots. The attack is petulant,
well-balanced and is followed by a full-
bodied, gracious mouth feel, which is
decorated with a bright freshness.  This
is a slightly creamy champagne, in which
wine and effervescence have been
perfectly united and also has a complex
and thorough expression. A great
vintage from 2013 that has spent 7 years
on lees, disgorged in Oct 2021.



v a l l e e

d e  l ' a r d r e



...to restore its
 glory

to Meunier

ESTABLISHED: 1958
DOMAIN: Chaumuzy
VINEYARDS: Chaumuzy, Chambrezy, Sarcy, Ville en
Tardenois.
HECTARES: 10.5
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 80,000
SPECIALITY: Pinot Meunier
Alexandre Salmon is the 5th Generation of vine
farmers in his family who all originate from Chaumuzy
back to 1887, with Auguste Salmon. Alexandre's
grandfather, Michel, was the first to bottle their own

salmon

cuvées and patiently collected enough plots to create the first 500 bottles of Champagne
Salmon in 1958. Olivier, Alexandre's father, joined the farm in the 1980's and has spent over 30
years dedicated to the domain. Their goal is "to do everything so our cuvées perfectly express
the qualities of this clayey limestone soil". In 2003, Alexandre started to work for the estate and
has made a huge impact on the way they produce their wines. With the introduction of oak
barrels, 100% Meunier cuvées and single plot vintages they have gone from strength to strength.
As a member of the Special Club their cuvées are recognised for their commitment to
biodiversity and respect of the terroir, which is highlighted throughout the range and their
current organic conversion. Alexandre proudly states his daring mission "I decided to take up a
new challenge: to restore its glory to Meunier" and in his 17 years at the domain his latest
releases have certainly exceeded all expectations of what is possible. A triumph in innovation.
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100   Meunier

Autre Cru

montgolfiere

25% Pinot Noir     25% Chardonnay    50% Meunier

6,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

9g/L
From the Montgolfiere collection
named after the domains hot air
balloon. The entry level cuvée is a
seductive Champagne with the
freshness of its floral bouquet. The
approach on the palate is supple and
fresh with a creamy and melted
effervescence. The wine develops a
pulpy, fruity feel supported by a lemony,
fresh and exhilarating acidity. Aged on
lees for 30 months, disgorged
December 2019.

100% Pinot Meunier

12,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017
Dosage

7g/L
A true masterpiece. Meunier at its
finest. This racy champagne has an
explosion of flavour from oranges
through to passion fruit. The mouth
feel is of tremendous excitement
which evokes a variety of sensations.
Disgorged in February 2020, the cuvée
has spent 42 months ageing since
bottling and the first glass will not
disappoint. A revelation from
Alexandre, who lives up to his word of
restoring the glory of Meunier.

%
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Autre Cru

Salmon a.s.

Meunier rose

100% Pinot Meunier

5,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

9g/L
A unique blend which contains 20% still
Meunier Rosé and 5% still Meunier Red
Wine. The power yet finesse is
incredible. Redcurrant, jam and citrussy
notes create a luscious but balanced
cuvée. The ultimate sensation of
freshness rounds off a sincere
flavoursome tasting. Aged on lees for 18
months, disgorged October 2019. A
strong and pleasurable Rosé that sings
Meunier, an absolute delight

50% Pinot Noir                  50% Chardonnay

1,000 bottles produced

Vintage

2009/10
Dosage

 7g/L
The AS cuvée is a gastronomic
Champagne that brings together a
selection of grapes with double
maturing in wood and in the bottle;
giving it an inimitable bouquet. 50%
Chardonnay from 2009 aged 20 months
in barrels and 50% Pinot Noir from 2010
aged 8 months in barrels. Alexandre's
greatest achievement and his patience
paid off. The complexity is intriguing
with the rollercoaster ride of flavours
and textures. One for the memory
books. Pure genius.
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Autre Cru

special club 2015

70% Meunier                  30% Chardonnay

2,541 bottles produced

Vintage

2015
Dosage

0g/L
The Special Club 2015 cuvée is a rich
and fresh Champagne, with great
harmony and depth of fruit balanced by
high minerality. Zero dosage provides a
succinct adventure in to the terroir of
the L'ardre valley. Rightly described as
a 'Treasure". 5 years of ageing without
oak has provided a clean, refreshing
and citrussy wine that is a delight. A
unique blend of Meunier and
Chardonnay to reflect Alex's plots. A
must try!



I want the terroir
to express itself

ESTABLISHED: 1818 (New Label 2022)
VINEYARDS: Treslon
HECTARES: 7.2
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 40,000
SPECIALITY: Meunier
Nestled off the beaten track, east of Reims you land at
Treslon a true farming commune. Domaine Lagille are the
main land holder and you witness something special upon
entering their home. The land and nature is the true boss
here. Maud and Vincent are brother and sister. Maud was
the first to join the estate, in 2002. At that time, their  

DOMAINE LAGILLE

parents continued to run the domain which they took over in 1974. Maud's desire is clear: taking care of the
vine. “I love nature, and working in the vineyard. This is my passion." In 2012, Vincent joined the adventure.
With his head full of ideas and desires. Cultivation methods, winemaking, brand image, commercial
strategy: he wants to experiment, to invent, to develop the family heritage. "The vines allow me to be
outside, closer to nature. Wine is a passion to share, a real pleasure.” Not to mention that the estate is not
only wine-growing. “We are also farmers." Over the years, Vincent learns, tries and tries again, experiments
and defines the winemaker he wishes to be. “I fumbled for several years. In 2017, I had a click. In connection
with training on the issue of soils. It has become crystal clear. I wanted local wines. Wines that tell about
our roots. For this, I wanted the terroir to be able to express itself, for the vine to be able to draw deep into
the soil. We have therefore undertaken to modify our cultivation practices. And today, we have made the
choice to move towards organic certification." We are extremely excited to be the first to bring Vincent's
wines to the UK and look forward to sharing these incredible Champagnes with you.

NEW

GROW
ER!
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grande reserve

Autre Cru

L'innatendue

100% Meunier

10,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2016/17
Dosage

3g/L
For a single variety entry level this wine is
unique and exceptional! Extra time on lees
than a usual entry level and more time
post disgorgement in the cellar pre-
release gives this first cuvee of the range
an inimitability that is rarely found in
Champagne. Vincent's patience was
certainly worth it! This elegant, wine
offers a beautiful effervescence, a
delicate nose, and an aromatic
combination of roundness, fruit and
freshness. 100% Stainless steel, 36 - 42
months on lees.

33% Pinot Noir   33% Chardonnay   33% Meunier

8,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2013/14
Dosage

3g/L
A great reflection of all of Treslon's terroir.
A blend of 3 single plots containing each
grape variety Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and
Meunier from Les Ricordaines, Le Mont-
en-Peine and La Garenne accordingley. 5
Years on lees gives this cuvee great power
and yet with the low dosage it is incredibly
balanced. Full of fruit on the front end and
finished with great length and citrus
notes. A slight oxidative style with the
subtle use of Oak. A wine that offers
incredible value and great to go with a
variety of food.
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Autre Cru

LES BERGERES

100% Pinot Noir

1,970 bottles produced

Vintage

2018
Dosage

0g/L
A single parcel wine from the vineyars
'Les Bergeres' a south facing plot with
sandy-clayey soils located just 300m
from the domaine with 40 year old
vines. Vinified in Oak Barrels from their
own village of Treslon and zero
filtration, this Pinot Noir is truly
outstanding. Superb depth and
complexity with a great flavour from
the ripe Pinot Noir. Vincent the
winemaker recommends to decant and
leave for 15 minutes before tasting! A
tremendous wine and must try!



c o t e   d e s

b l a n c s



ESTABLISHED: 1995
DOMAIN: Cramant
VINEYARDS: Le Mesnil, Cramant, Avize, Oger
HECTARES: 4.6
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 25,000
SPECIALITY: Chardonnay

Twelve generations of growers have preceded her. They both wanted to create their own wine and in
1995 Champagne Philippe Glavier was born. An amalgamation of some of the best plots in the Côte
des Blancs to create an enviable 4.6 hectares of four Grand Crus. The harvest of each village is done
separately, to develop the distinctive features of each terroir. Pressing is also done separately, to
not attenuate the specificities of each village. Microvinification by terroir is used to let each plot
express itself. The winery is full of small tanks thermoregulated to keep the specificities of each
terroir. This commitment to showcasing each village with the single village wines of the emotion
range and the prestige Folie D'Cramant is outstanding. The domain is making huge noises in the
world of prestige Blanc de Blancs Champagnes which has been previously impenetrable for such new
brands. However, the quality and class of their parcels and cuvées have rightly given them the
accolades they hold today. 

philippe glavier

...commitment to

showcasing each village

In 1993, Philippe and Véronique met and unified to
create a new track. Both coming from families of wine
growers, Philippe represents the third generation of
growers in his family; inheriting an exceptional estate.
Véronique is also the heir of a precious family estate.
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Grand Cru

la Grace d'Alphael

brut nature

la grace d'alphael

100% Chardonnay

8,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

4g/L
A superbly poised, light and balanced
Blanc de Blancs that sings the Côte de
Blancs. Great minerality and freshness
that is true to the terroir of the Grand
Cru's of the sub-region. Graceful and
delicate, the beauty doesn't stop with
the bottle. A terrific welcome to the
Philippe Glavier range and the perfect
aperitif and crisp, clean house
champagne.

100% Chardonnay

8,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2018
Dosage

0g/L
A touch of angelic purity. A youthful,
fresh & citrus cuvée which is a delight on
the palate. Elegant and playful it is a
wonderful clean expression of the Côte
de Blancs. Mineral and crisp with limited
intervention this bottle has been allowed
to blossom in to a tremendous
Champagne. 2018 base vintage gives it
incredible potential to age but is a
delight to taste now and pair with dishes
with a hint of sweetness.
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Grand Cru

genesis

100% Chardonnay

4,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2015
Dosage

5g/L
A powerful Chardonnay with a big
expression of Le Mesnil sur Oger. This
mineral and fresh champagne is a
heart warming delight perfectly aged.
82% from the 2015 harvest and 18%
reserve wines. Aged for 3 years and
disgorged in December 2019, the extra
ageing after disgorgement creates a
greater depth and a pure sumptuous
cuvée. A game changer at this price.
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Grand Cru

CRAMANT emotion

100% Chardonnay

1,000 bottles produced

Vintage

2014
Dosage

4g/L
This 2014 vintage is an outstanding
year and showcases everything
Cramant has to offer. The mouth is full
and greedy, with an exciting evolution
and a well made structure. The finish is
long with tonic on the aromas of ripe
pears. Pure and divine. The discovery
of a unique terroir that will delight
connoisseurs. Aged for 65 months and
disgorged in July 2022.
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Grand Cru

folie d'cramant

100% Chardonnay

450 bottles produced

Vintage

2014
Dosage

4g/L
Made from the finest plots of the domain
in the village of Cramant, this champagne
offers an exceptional interpretation of the
Chardonnay Grand Cru! The nose is
treated to complex aromas of white
flowers and fresh fruit, accompanied by
vanilla and slightly toasted notes;
recalling the maturing in oak barrels. The
incredible 2014 vintage is only available in
Magnum. A must have! The 2012 edition
won the LWC best Chardonnay and French
wine and 5th best wine overall!



Their cuvées are the

epitome of Cramant

ESTABLISHED: 1950
DOMAIN: Cramant
VINEYARDS: Cramant, Chouilly, Avize
HECTARES: 12
TOTAL PRODUCTION: 120,000
SPECIALITY: Chardonnay
5 generations of farmer precede the  Voirin Jumel
family who today hold 12 hectares of Grand Cru plots
in 3 sought after villages in the Côte des Blancs.
Their cuvées are the epitome of Cramant
throughout the range with the balance of Avize and 

Voirin jumel

floral notes of Chouilly adding freshness. The family proudly host one of the most picturesque
views in Champagne with their domain and family B&B overlooking the Côte des Blancs. Alice
will be your host with a warm welcome and regularly provide visitors with access to the vineyards
and cellars. Their total production allows them to have some great export opportunities across
Scandinavia and USA. However, they have been in the UK market previously but decided to
reallocate their selection elsewhere a few years ago. We are extremely  proud and excited that
the family have asked us to represent them in the UK and look to bring these incredibly creamy,
toasty and pleasurable Champagnes back to the UK. They range from the tasty Brut Tradition
through to the remarkable gastronomic Chardonnay Cuvée 555. They have been a hit before and
their latest base vintages will certainly be a hit again.
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Grand Cru

Blanc de Blancs

100% Chardonnay

15,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2017
Dosage

6g/L
The domains trademark. A beautiful
Blanc de Blancs which shows off the
Cramant creaminess. It is balanced
well with floral notes from Chouilly and
minerality and depth from Avize. A
rounded cuvée with warm depth and
full of flavour. 20% reserve wine and
aged for 36 months on lees. Gold
Medal winner in the 2020 London
Wine Competition.
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Grand Cru

Millesime 2014

100% Chardonnay

5,000 bottles produced

Vintage

2014
Dosage

4g/L
Selected as an outstanding vintage for
the Côte des Blancs, this 2014 vintage
is a delight to your palette. Creamy
and complex with caramelised notes
create a luxurious mouthfeel. A well
balanced, rounded cuvée that excites
the palette with its complexity. A
vintage which will be remembered for
decades to come. Aged on lees for 6
years.
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Grand Cru

cuvee 555

100% Chardonnay

7,000 bottles produced

Base Vintage

2014
Dosage

4g/L
The star of the show! A real standout
prestige cuvée that uses oak
incredibly well to create a gorgeous
well balanced and full bodied
chardonnay. A complex and intense
wine which is full of flavour and one
not to miss out on. You will find
yourself coming back for more! 20%
reserve wine. 6 months ageing in 15-20
year olds oak barrels and 50 months
on lees. 



half bottles

 
 

 Gamet - Rive Droite
 

 Jacques Copin - Brut Tradition
 

Salmon - 100% Meunier Brut
 

 Voirin Jumel - Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs Brut
 

Philippe Glavier - Grace d'Alphael
 

magnums

 
Gamet - Rive Gauche

 
Gamet - Caracteres

 
Philippe Glavier - Folie D'Cramant 2014

 
 Voirin Jumel - Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs Brut

The following cuvées are also available as half bottles (37.5cl)

The following cuvées are also available as magnums (150cl)

For further information on these bottles sizes or other sizes available please get in touch.



www.deuxsixwines.com
info@deuxsixwines.com

To organise a private trade tasting or request samples 
and price lists, please contact us as below.


